Fourth Grade News
Week of Feb. 1st – Feb. 5th, 2021
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Ms. McDill
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Dates to Remember

Spelling Words
spread
tough
already
built
ready
death
young
instead
heavy
ahead

Skill: More letters than
sounds

meant
build
flood
laugh
breakfast
enough
sweater
rough
bread
touch

Vocabulary words on the next page.

Skills of the Week
Reading: Comparing patters of events in two
literary texts from different cultures
Writing: Narrative Writing
Math: Fractions and Decimals
Social Science: Solar System, Black History

Virtual Student Reminders
Be on time for your live session
Have all your materials already with you
Be sitting at a table
Have your camera turned on
Mute your mic
Change your background setting

This week is American Red Heart Month.
Students may wear a red shirt with uniform
bottoms this week.
2/3 – Virtual Review/Tutoring
2/8 (purple) Bicentennial Twin Day *Dress
like you are 100 with a friend
2/9 – (purple) Franklin turns 200/Valentine’s.
Students wear a pink shirt with uniform
bottoms
2/11 (Gold) Bicentennial Twin Day *Dress like
you are 100 with a friend
2/12 - (Gold) Franklin turns 200/Valentine’s.
Students wear a pink shirt with uniform
Quote of the Week
bottoms
“I
had
no
2/15 – Presidentsidea
daythat
(nohistory
school)was being
rd
was just Begins
tired of giving up.”
2/22 – 3made.
9wksI Testing
2/23 – (Purple) Students
may wear African
-Rosa Parks
attire to celebrate Black History Month
2/26 – (Gold) Students may wear African
attire to celebrate Black History Month

Reminders
-All assignments are due by 5:00 pm
-You have TEAMS assignments
EVERYDAY when you aren’t at
school.
-All students must have 90 minutes
each week in iready math and
reading

Academic Words
decimal

theme
pattern
plot
culture
traditional literature

Students will be tested on these words on the week of February 8-12, 2021. Please see
important dates to know exactly who will be testing on what day on next weeks newsletter.

1. necessities- something that you must have or do : something that is necessary
2. annoyance- slight anger : the feeling of being annoyed
3. procession- an organized group or line of people or vehicles that move
together slowly as part of a ceremony
4. demand- a forceful statement in which you say that something must be done
or given to you
5. protest- to show or express strong disagreement with or disapproval of
something
6. luscious- having a very appealing taste or smell : DELICIOUS
7. pity- a strong feeling of sadness or sympathy for someone or something
8. station- a place where someone does a job or waits for a task
9. pursue- to follow and try to catch or capture (someone or something) for
usually a long distance or time
10.
taunt- to say insulting things to (someone) in order to make that person
angry
11.
idle- not working, active, or being used
12.
quantity- an amount or number of something
13.
ramble- always followed by an adverb or preposition : to walk or go
from one place to another place without a specific goal, purpose, or direction
14.
reflection- an image that is seen in a mirror or on a shiny surface
15.
summon- to order (someone) to come to a place
16.
eclipse- a : an occasion when the sun looks like it is completely or
partially covered with a dark circle because the moon is between the sun and
the Earth
b : an occasion when the moon looks like it is completely or partially
covered with a dark circle because the Earth's shadow is on it

